The Transfer Academy is an SBCC program within the Transfer Center that guides you through the process and courses needed to qualify for guaranteed transfer to one of eleven universities* by the most efficient and effective means possible.

The Transfer Academy (TA) maintains Transfer Admission Guarantees (TAGS) with seven University of California campuses, Three California State University campuses, two private universities, and three out-of-state universities. By participating in a Transfer Admission Guarantee (TAG) program, you will receive early review of your academic records, early admission notification and specific guidance about major preparation and general education coursework.

The Transfer Academy staff will assist you with all the necessary steps to transfer to your TAG university. Upon joining the program, we will provide you with an individual bi-annual transfer progress report, student educational plan(s), campus updates, transfer workshops, priority appointments with university representatives, TA counseling faculty and much, much more.

Please plan to attend one of the following orientations to learn more about the benefits of joining the Transfer Academy.

*Does not include Universities with priority admission consideration or international student preference

June 2011 First TAG Orientation

This workshop is intended as an initial overview of TAG and Transfer Academy program requirements ONLY. A second specialized orientation is required in order to complete the member process.